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Regular expressions can be extended by gotos and Boolean variables. Although such exten- 
sions do not increase the class of expressible languages, they do permit shorter expressions for 
some languages. This paper investigates the relative economies of extended and ordinary 
regular expressions. It is shown that there is a size n expression with Boolean variables which 
is not equivalent to any ordinary regular expression of size less than a double exponential 
function of n. It is also shown that there is a size n expression containing a single goto and no 
variables which is equivalent to no ordinary regular expression of size less than cn log n, for 
some constant c. 1’ 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Regular expressions are a familiar notation for describing regular sets of strings. 
The operators of ordinary regular expressions are union, concatenation and Kleene 
closure. Many extensions to regular expressions have been proposed, among them 
squaring [lo], complementation [lo], and shuffle [S]. 
This paper is concerned with two extensions of regular expressions. Both are 
motivated by the view of regular expressions as a programming language, as in 
dynamic logic (see Sect. 2). The first extension consists of gotos, which informally 
transfer control from one location to another in an expression. The second exten- 
sion consists of assignments and tests of Boolean variables. The extensions are 
described in Section 3. 
The extensions studied here do not increase the expressive power of regular 
expressions. But they do permit succinct representation of certain sets. The size of 
an expression is the number of symbols that it contains, excluding operators and 
parentheses. For a given extension, define the elimination cost of the extension to 
be the maximum over all size n extended expressions of the size of the smallest 
equivalent ordinary expression. The elimination cost is a function of n, and possibly 
of the degree to which the extension may be used. Define Cvars(n, m) to be the cost 
of eliminating up to m Boolean variables from a size n expression with any number 
of Boolean variables. Define Cgotos(n, m) to be the cost of eliminating all gotos from 
a size n expression with up to m gotos. (Note the slight difference in the definitions. 
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The difference is a result of the fact that variables can be dealt with independently, 
while gotos cannot.) This paper contains the following results. Results (1) and (3) 
rest heavily on techniques and results of Ehrenfeucht and Zeiger [4]. 
2X’ =~- * < Cgotos(n, n) < 6. 42” *. (I) 
cn log IZ 6 Cgotos(n, 1) d dn’ for some c, d > 0. (2) 
2* 
I,>_ I 
’ < Cvars(n, n) < (i) 2’“+ ‘I2 
n ?+I 
for some c > 0. (3) 
Cvars(nr 1 ) d (3) 28(n + ’ I. (4) 
Finally, for every E > 0 there are infinitely many n such that 
n2 -” < Cvars(q 1 ). (5) 
The work presented here grew out of a study of propositional dynamic logic 
(PDL). In the next section, some aspects of PDL are informally described, and the 
study of extended expressions is motivated. Section 3 describes extended 
expressions in detail. Section 4 contains some technical results, which form the 
basis of the proofs in subsequent sections. Results (1) and (2) are proved in 
Section 5. Results (3), (4), and (5) are proved in Section 6. Section 7 discusses the 
relationship of the extensions studied here to some other extensions. 
2. MOTIVATION 
The study of Boolean variables and gotos in regular expressions was motivated 
by work on propositional dynamic logic (PDL) [ 1, 5, 81. PDL is a propositional 
modal logic used in the study of an abstraction of while-program schemes [7]. We 
refer to the abstract programs as regufur program schemes. (For brevity, we restrict 
attention to test-free schemes.) A lengthy digression into PDL would be 
inappropriate here, but a brief discussion is in order. The reader interested in more 
detail is referred to [S]. 
Syntactically, a regular program scheme is a regular expression over an infinite 
alphabet consisting of basic program symbols. Basic program symbols are uninter- 
preted, and represent unknown relations on a set of states. Each basic program 
symbol can be thought of as an instruction for some unknown nondeterministic 
machine, and the possible instruction sequences represented by a program scheme 
are just those strings of symbols in the set represented by the scheme, viewed as a 
regular expression. 
When working with PDL, it is frequently necessary to construct classes of regular 
program schemes, or to map one class of schemes to another. It can be convenient 
to have such tools as Boolean variables and gotos, just as such tools make some 
programs easier to write in familiar programming languages. One approach to deal- 
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ing with such tools, which are not present in standard PDL, is to use them freely, 
and then to show that they can be eliminated. 
Consider a Boolean variable x. The desired extension consists of programs which 
assign values to x, and some which test the value of x (see Sect. 3). Two methods of 
eliminating the extension come to mind. 
The first method consists of selecting basic program symbols to fill the roles of 
assignments and tests of x. Since basic program symbols are uninterpreted, the 
desired properties of such symbols must be given as extra-logical PDL axioms. For 
example, if A is to represent the instruction x := true, then one axiom might state 
that, immediately after A terminates, x is true. Such statements are easily made in 
PDL. But a problem shows up when we try to state all of the effects that A cannot 
have. A must not alter the truth value of any formula of any relevance which is 
independent of x. Hence, at best, the correct axiomatization of A depends on 
context, and may be very long. 
The second method of eliminating extensions is based on translating programs to 
equivalent ones, free of extensions. Two regular program schemes can be shown to 
have identical semantics, under all interpretations, if and only if, when viewed as 
regular expressions, they represent the same language. Thus, the second approach 
amounts to eliminating the extensions from regular expressions, preserving 
equivalence. 
Results of this paper have some implications for the second approach to 
eliminating extensions. It is shown in [ 1 ] that the satisfiability problem for length n 
PDL formulas with m Boolean variables has complexity somewhere between deter- 
ministic time a’lNn and nondeterministic time c”~, for some constants a, b, c, and d. 
If one takes the approach of deciding the validity of a formula by first eliminating 
Boolean variables (at double exponential cost, assuming m z n) and then applying 
a decision procedure for standard PDL (at least deterministic exponential time 
[S]), one takes at least deterministic triple exponential time. 
Results (4) and (5) in the introduction are quite loose, but if it should turn out 
that the exponential upper bound is closer to the true value of Cvars(n, 1) than the 
approximately quadratic lower bound, then deciding the validity of PDL formulas 
with a single Boolean variable by eliminating the variable could prove very costly. 
Ullman [ 12, p. 3003 uses regular expressions as a notation for describing the 
behavior of circuits. Mainly for reasons of economy in the size of circuits compiled 
from regular expressions, Ullman introduces gotos into the expressions. This paper 
shows that a different sort of economy, namely in the size of the expressions them- 
selves, can be gained from the use of even a single goto. 
Extending regular expressions with gotos and Boolean variables has a pleasant 
side benefit, concerning the power of nondeterminism. One can define both deter- 
ministic and nondeterministic versions of the following formalisms: (a) ordinary 
regular expressions, (b) regular expressions with gotos, and (c) regular expressions 
with Boolean variables. The intended meaning of a deterministic regular expression 
is as follows. A standard technique for testing a string for membership in the set 
defined by a regular expression involves maintaining several fingers, which mark 
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positions in the expression (see [ 11 I). Say that an expression is deterministic if that 
method does not need more than one linger, on any string. For example, 
(au 6). a*. h is deterministic, but (a. b)* . (au h) is not, since prefix ab can be 
followed by an a, which might match either the first or second occurrence of a in 
(a. b)* (u u b). 
Consider languages with a distinguished end marker #. For such languages, the 
full range of the power of nondeterminism is exhibited by regular expressions. 
Ordinary expressions are at one extreme. One can show that no deterministic 
ordinary expression is equivalent to (a. b)* (a u b) # Thus, nondeterminism 
adds expressive power to ordinary regular expressions. 
Deterministic regular expressions with gotos correspond closely to deterministic 
finite automata, which can accept all of the regular languages. However, it is well 
known that elimination of nondeterminism from finite automata induces an 
exponential size increase, in the worst case. Thus, for expressions with gotos, non- 
determinism provides conciseness. 
Expressions with variables are at the opposite extreme. Using Boolean variables, 
one can eliminate nondeterminism, with only a linear size increase, essentially by 
programming the “linger” method mentioned earlier, with Boolean variables. Thus, 
nondeterminism adds virtually no power to regular expressions with Boolean 
variables. 
3. EXTENDED EXPRESSIONS 
Ordinary regular expressions are constructed from the basic expressions 0 
(representing the empty set), 2 (representing the set (A}, whose only element is the 
empty string), and a, for each alphabetic symbol a (representing the set {u}). Note 
that some symbols are used in both syntactic and semantic roles. The operations of 
regular expressions are u (union), . (concatenation), and * (Kleene closure). See 
[2]. The order of precedence, from low to high, is (u, ., *). For example, au b. c* 
represents the set {a, 6, bc. bee ,... }. 
Our first extension to regular expressions consists of gotos (g,) and 
corresponding destinations (d;). Every goto should have exactly one destination. 
Syntactically, gotos and destinations behave like alphabetic symbols. The effect of 
goto gj is best understood in an operational sense. In the process of generating a 
string, encountering a goto gi causes the current location in the expression to be 
moved to the corresponding destination d,. Generation continues from the new 
location. 
Occasionally we look at subexpressions in isolation. A subexpression can contain 
a goto without a matching destination. In such a case, the goto represents the 
empty set. Each destination symbol represents { 1). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. g, (a.d, . b)* is equivalent to 6. (a. b)*. 
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The second extension consists of operations on Boolean variables. If x is a 
Boolean variable, then the allowed operations are xt (set x true), xl (set x false), 
x? (test that x is true), and X? (test that x is false). In terms of strings, xt and xl 
represent {A>. The test operations change their meaning, depending ont the current 
value of x. If x is true, then x? represents {A} and X? represents 0. The values are 
reversed if x is false. It should be emphasized that the operations on variables are 
dynamic. A given occurrence of x? may represent the empty string at one encounter 
and the empty set at the next. The value 0 should be thought of as failure, imply- 
ing that a poor choice was made earlier. 
Another way to view the effect of variable operations is as follows. Let the 
unfiltered language represented by an expression be the set of strings that it 
represents when variable operations are viewed as alphabetic symbols. Say that a 
string of variable operations and genuine alphabetic symbols is consistent if, for 
each occurrence of a test X?, the nearest preceding set operation on x is xl, and for 
each occurrence of a test x?, the nearest preceding set operation on x is xt. If we 
presume that variables are initially false, then a consistent string may contain X? 
before any set operation on x. An expression represents the set of strings obtained 
from consistent strings of its unfiltered language by erasing all variable operations. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. xt . (x? . a. xl u X? . b. xt )* represent the language consisting of 
all finite prefixes of the infinite string ababab.... For example, xtx?axlY?bxt induces 
string ab. String xr.V?bxf is inconsistent, since x is set true, then tested to be false. 
So xtZ?bxf does not contribute any string to the language. 
It will be convenient to have two measures of expression size: the size S(E) is the 
total number of symbols in E, excluding operators, parentheses, 2 and 0. Variable 
operations such as xt are considered single symbols, as are gotos and destinations. 
The length I(E) is S(E) plus the number of u, . and * symbols in E. (The symbols 
0 and 2. do not contribute to length or size by this definition.) For example, the 
expression of Example 3.1 has length 8 and size 4, and the expression of example 3.2 
has length 14 and size 7. We use size as the main measure, using length only in 
proofs. Length and size are closely related. Say that E is reduced if none of the 
reductions in Table I apply to E, or to any subexpression of E. The following 
lemma is proved in Appendix A. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf E is reduced, then f(E) 6 W(E). 
TABLE I 
Length Reducing Transformations 
ELI@, JZIuE+E (Eul)*, (luE)*+E* 
E.2, I.E-+E 1*, @*-+.A 
E.@.0.E-0 E**+E* 
Eui. IuE+E provided i, E L(E) 
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FIG. 1. A labeled graph. 
4. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRAPHS AND EXPRESSIONS 
This section presents some definitions and results concerning ordinary regular 
expressions and their relationship to graphs. The terms cover, index, and normal 
are borrowed from Ehrenfeucht and Zeiger [4]. Lemma 4.3 is also found in [4]. 
4.1. Labeled Graphs 
An arc-labeled graph is a 4-tuple (V, A, L’, A), where V is a nonempty set of 
nodes, A c Vx V is a set of labeled, directed arcs, C is an alphabet, and A: A + ,X is 
a labeling function. Arc-labeled graphs are hereafter referred to simply as graphs. 
A (directed) path of length k from u to v in graph G = (V, A, C, /i) is a sequence 
of arcs (u, w,)(w,, u’*) . ( wk , , v). A (directed) circuit is a nonempty path from a 
node to itself. The trace of path p = e, e, . ek is the string g1 02.. ok, where g, = 
n(e,), for i= l,..., k. The set Traces(G, U, v) is the set of traces of paths in G from u to 
v. The empty path is permitted, so ;1 E Traces(G, 1.4, U) for all G and U. 
A graph is forward deterministic iff no two distinct arcs with the same start node 
have the same label. A graph is backward deterministic iff its transpose is forward 
deterministic. A graph is globally deterministic iff the trace of any circuit is not the 
trace of any other path; that is, if p is a circuit, q is a path and trace(p) = trace(q), 
then p and q are identical. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let G be the graph illustrated in Fig. 1. Expression a(ba)*ab 
represents the language Traces(G, 1,4). G is forward and backward deterministic. G 
is not globally deterministic since the string ab is the trace of a circuit from node 1 
to itself, and also of a path from node 2 to node 4. 
LEMMA 4.2. For every size n > 0 expression E, possibly with gotos but without 
variables, there is a 2n node graph G with nodes u and v such that 
L(E) - {I. > = Traces( G, U, u). 
The proof of Lemma 4.2 is contained in Appendix A. It is easy to show that 
graph G of Lemma 4.2 cannot be guaranteed to be forward, backward, or globally 
deterministic. 
4.2. Covering and Index 
Expression E covers string s provided s is a substring of some member of L(E). 
Let sk denote ss . . s (k times), and IsI denote the length of s. The index Z,(E) of s in 
E is defined as 
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1 
0 if E does not cover s 
Z,(E)= k if E covers sk but not sk + ’ 
al if E covers sk for all k. 
If Z,s(E) # co, then E is said to be s-finite. Otherwise, E is s-infinite. As the following 
lemma shows, strings of finite index provide lower bounds on expression size. 
LEMMA 4.3. If E is s-finite and variable-free, then Z,,(E) 6 2S(E). 
Proof Let n = S(E), and m = IsI. We can assume that n, m > 0. Construct the 2n 
node graph G of Lemma 4.2 for E, so that L(E) - { 3.) = Traces(G, U, u). Suppose 
there is a path in G from u to u with a subpath p whose trace is sk. Then either p 
has length at most 2nm (and so kd 2n, and we are done) or p reaches the same 
node twice, at the same position in s. In the latter case, p contains a circuit which 
can be “pumped” to cover si for all j, and so E is s-infinite. 1 
4.3. Normality 
The concept of normality, introduced by Ehrenfeucht and Zeiger, provides a 
means of decomposing a regular expression, while maintaining its relationship to a 
particular graph. Graph G is normal w.r.t. ordinary expression E provided, for every 
subexpression F of E (including F= E), there are nodes i(F) and f(F) (initial and 
,final nodes) in G such that 
1. L(F) s Traces( G, i(F), ,f( F)); 
2. if F=AuB, then i(F)=i(A)=i(B) and,f(F)=f(A)=,f(B); 
3 _ if F=A.B, then i(F)=i(A),f(A)=i(B) andf(B)=f(F); 
4. if F=A*, then i(F)=i(A)=f(A)=f(F). In this case, i(F) is said to be the 
base point qf F. 
We occasionally say that E is normal w.r.t. G, meaning G is normal w.r.t. E, 
without confusion. Say that graph G is normal if G is normal w.r.t. every reduced 
ordinary expression E such that L(E) c Traces( G, U, II), for some nodes u and u. 
LEMMA 4.4. If G is forward and backward deterministic, then G is normal. 
Pro@ Let E be a reduced expression with L(E) z Traces(G, uE, vE). The 
functions i andffor E are defined inductively on the structure of E, from longer to 
shorter subexpressions. 
Basis. Let i(E) = uE and f(E) = uE. Then condition (1) for normality holds. 
Remaining conditions are verified at later levels in the induction. 
A u B. Given i( A u B) and f( A u B), define i(A) = i(B) = i( A u B) and ,f( A) = 
.f(B) =f(A u B). 
A.B. Given i(A.B) and f(A.B), let i(A)=i(A.B) and f(B)=f(A.B). It 
remains to find f(A) = i(B). Since E is reduced, L(A) and L(B) are nonempty. 
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Select strings 8% E L(A) and /I E L(B). Then rfi E L(A B), and by induction 
xb E Traces(G, i(A), ,f( B)). Let p be the path starting at i(A) with trace s(, and 
let MI be the final node of p. There must also be a path from M’ to ,f’(B) with 
trace fl. Define f(A) = i(B) = u’. We must show that M’ is independent of the choice 
of M and /?. By forward determinism, u’ is uniquely determined by z, and 
so is independent of the choice of /II. By backward determinism, u’ is uniquely 
determined by fi, and so is independent of the choice of 3. Consequently, 
L( A ) G Traces( G, i( A ), w) and L(B) c Traces( G, kc, .f( B)). 
A*. Given i(A*) and,f(A*), let i(A)=i(A*) andf(A)=f(A*). We must show 
that i( A ) = .f‘( A ). Assume the contrary. Since E is reduced, L(A ) is nonempty. Select 
QE L(A). Then 2, CKYE L(A*). By induction, ci, crcl~Traces(G, i(A*),f(A*)). By 
forward determinism, there must be a path from i(A) to f(A) with trace ~1, and a 
path from ,f(A ) to itself with trace c(. By backward determinism, i(A) = f(A). 1 
5. ELIMINATING GOTOS 
This section proves results (1) and (2), stated in the Introduction. 
5.1. Unlimited Gotos 
For any graph G, containing two distinguished nodes u and u, let C(G) be the 
size of the smallest ordinary regular expression E whose language is Traces(G, u, II). 
Let CBraph(n) be the maximum of C(G) over all graphs G with up to n nodes. 
Ehrenfeucht and Zeiger show that Cgraph(n) > 2”- I. By standard techniques 
(cf. [4] ), Cgraph( n) d 6 .4” 2. This implies 
THEOREM 5.1. 2" ' d Cgraph(n) 6 6.4” ‘. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. 2bz 2 < CgOtOs(n, n)< 6. 42” ‘. 
Proof: We begin with the lower bound. Given any n node graph G with dis- 
tinguished nodes u and u, one can find an equivalent expression E (i.e., L(E) = 
Traces(G, u, 0)) with gotos, such that S(E) dn + 2. (number of arcs in G)< 3n2. 
Each node contributes one destination symbol, while each arc contributes one 
alphabetic character, and one goto. Pad E to any desired size N < 3(n + 1 )2, by tak- 
ing its union with an expression which represents 0. Then, by Theorem 5.1, 
Cgotos(N N) 2 Cgraph (n) > 2”- ‘. Substituting n > ,,/@ - 1 gives the lower bound of 
Corollary 5.2. 
The upper bound follows by converting a size n expression to a 2n node graph, 
according to Lemma 4.2, and then applying the upper bound of Theorem 5.1. 1 
Ehrenfeucht and Zeiger’s proof that Cgraph(n) 2 2”- ’ requires an alphabet of size 
n2. It is natural to ask whether the same result holds for a fixed, finite alphabet. 
Using the results of Section 6, it is possible to prove lower bounds on Cgraph(n) and 
C’gO,os(n, ) which, although weaker than Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, hold for a ternary 
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alphabet. Specifically, we can show that Cgraph 
below by c$, 
(n) and Cgotos(n, n) are both bounded 
f or some constant c > 1, when the alphabet has fixed size 3. 
5.2. A Single Goto 
Previous results have concerned eliminating all gotos from an expression, assum- 
ing unlimited use of gotos. But gotos are often used sparingly. Suppose we restrict 
our attention to expressions with only one goto, and ask how hard that single goto 
might be to eliminate. We already know that n gotos can be eliminated with an 
exponential size increase, which amounts to a constant factor increase per goto 
eliminated. We show now that just a constant factor increase cannot be achieved 
for every goto eliminated; the last goto and some others may be more costly. 
THEOREIM 5.3. Cgotos(n, 1) = L?(n log n). 
Proqf: Consider expression E,, defined by 
F, = d, 
F,, = (h,, . F,,- 1 . a,,)* for n > 0, 
E,, = g F,, 
where g is the single goto, and d is its destination. For example, 
E, =g. (h,. (h,. (h, .d.a,)* .az)* .a3)*. The reader can check that E,, represents 
exactly the traces from node 0 to node n in graph G,,, shown in Fig. 2. 
If we can show that every ordinary regular expression whose language is 
Traces(G,,, 0, n) has size SZ(n log n), then we are done, since E,, has only linear size. 
Note that the choice of start and stop nodes is critical; F,, is a linear size ordinary 
expression for Traces(G,,, n, n). 
Let D,, be a smallest size ordinary expression with L(D,,) = Traces(G,,, 0, n), and 
let S(n) be its size. We can assume that D,, is reduced. For convenience, define 
D, = D , = 2. Because each arc has a distinct label, it is possible to equate traces 
and paths in G,,, which is done in what follows. Assume n > 0. Let p be the circuit 
alal.. a,,h,,h,,- I ... h,. D,, must be p-infinite, since circuit p can be followed any 
number of times as part of a path from node 0 to node n. D,, has finitely many sub- 
expressions, some p-infinite, some not. Choose a minimal length p-infinite sub- 
expression of D,,, and call it F. F must have size at least 2n, since it contains 
0, ,..., a,,, h, ,..., h,,. Also, by its minimality, F must be a star, say F= A*. 
Graph G,, is forward and backward deterministic. By Lemma 4.4, G,, is normal 
with respect to D,,. Therefore, F must have a base point u’ in G,,. Every member of 
FIG. 2. Graph G,. 
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L(F) is (the trace of) a circuit which begins and ends at w. In particular, the first 
and last characters of every nonempty string in L(F) must be among 
(U\, > h,,., u,,. + I > h,, + I 1. 
Now D,, must allow for the possibility of following any path from 0 to M’- 1 
before entering M’ for the first time. Subexpression F cannot contribute to that 
ability, since F always starts with a symbol which does not occur between nodes 0 
and MS - 1. In fact, if F is replaced by /1 in D,,, the resulting expression must still 
cover every path from 0 to M’ - 1 not entering )v. For the same reason, replacing all 
occurrences of a, and h, by j_, for all ,j> u’, must yield an expression which still 
covers all paths from 0 to M’ - 1 not entering u’. Let D:, be the expression obtained 
from D,, by replacing F, a, and h, by j_, for all j> u’. 
By the above reasoning, 01, contains every path from 0 to M‘- 1 not entering \v. 
But it surely cannot contain any other strings, because loops at u’ and characters to 
the right of KS have simply been erased. Thus, D:, is equivalent to D,, ,. Since D,,. I 
is assumed to have minimum size, S(D:,) 3 S(D,, , ) = S(w - 1). 
Expression D,, must also allow for the possibility of taking any path from M‘ + 1 
to n after leaving H’ for the last time. By reasoning similar to the above, replacing F, 
a, and h, by i, for ,j d u’ + 1, yields an expression 0,: whose language is isomorphic 
to UD,, ,, ,), where the isomorphism consists of replacing a, and bj by a, I, ~~ I
and h, ,, , , respectively, for j= M’ + 2 ,..., n. Since D,, ,,.~ , has minimal size, 
S(D,;)>S(D,, I,. ,)=S(n-H- 1). 
No occurrence of an alphabetic symbol in D,, is common to any pair of F, Dl, 
and 0,:. Hence 
S(n) = S(D,,) 3 S(F) + S(K) + S(R) 
3 2n + S( w - 1) + S(n - w - 1). (6) 
S(n) is clearly an increasing function of n. By an elementary balancing argument, 
one can show that the right-hand side of (6) is minimum for w - 1 = n - w - 1, or 
w = rn/21. Thus S(n) a 2n + 2S(rn/21- 1), f rom which it easily follows that 
S(n) = Q(n log n). 1 
In fact, there is an expression of size O(n log n) for Traces(G,, 0, n), which can be 
found by the following divide and conquer approach. For n > 1, build an expression 
A for Traces(G,,, rn/21, [n/21). Such an A of size O(n) is easily constructed; see the 
comment above concerning Traces(G,,, n, n). Then recursively construct two 
expressions B and C, the former for Traces(Grni2,, 0, [n/21), the latter for the traces 
of paths in G,, from [n/21 to n which do not enter node [n/21 - 1. Then B. A. C is 
the desired expression. 
It is not known whether a single goto can always be eliminated with only an 
O(n log n) size increase. We present an upper bound of G(n*) for eliminating one 
goto. 
THEOREM 5.4. Cgolos(nr 1) = O(n’). 
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Proof. Let E be an expression containing one goto and one destination. The 
goal is to construct expressions tirst( E), last(E), and elim( E). First(E) represents all 
strings which take E from its start to a first encounter of its goto. Last(E) 
represents all strings which take E from its destination to its end, without encoun- 
tering the goto. Elim(E) is an ordinary expression equivalent to E. 
Inductive definitions of first(E), last(E), and elim(E) are elementary to obtain. 
Only a few of the cases are given here. For example, suppose that A contains the 
goto. Then first(A u B) = first(A), and lirst(B. A) = B. first(A). Elim(E) is defined 
in terms of first(E) and last(E). For example, suppose that A contains the goto, 
and B contains the destination. Let A’ be obtained from A by replacing the 
goto by ,a. Then elim(A u B)=A’u Bu(lirst(A).last(B)), and elim(B.A)= B. 
(first(A). last(B))*. A’. 
The critical definition for the analysis of the size of elim(E) is the one for 
first(A*) (or, symmetrically, for last(A*)): lirst(A*) = (A’)*. first(A), where A’ is as 
above. By induction on the length of E, one can show that /(first(E)) = 0(/(E)*), 
and f(elim(E)) = 0(1(E)*). By reducing E, as discussed in Section 3, and applying 
Lemma 3..3, we obtain S(elim(E)) = 0(S(E)2). 1 
6. ELIMINATING BOOLEAN VARIABLES 
Results (3) (4) and (5) stated in the Introduction are proved in this section. 
6.1. Preliminaries 
For each n, define the graph K,, to be the complete directed graph of n nodes, 
numbered 0 to n - 1, with each arc bearing a distinct label. By complete, we mean 
that ail arcs, including self arcs, are present. Although the graph that we call K,, is 
not the usual graph theoretic complete graph, the similarity should be sufficient 
that the name is suggestive. 
Ehrenfeucht and Zeiger’s proof of the lower bound of Theorem 5.1 is based on 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let E he an ordinary regular expression which is normal with respect 
to K,,. There is a path p in K,, such that, if E covers the trace of p, then S(E) > 2”+ ‘. 
Given Lemma 6.1, the lower bound of Theorem 5.1 follows quite easily. If 
L(E) = Traces(K,,, 0, 0), then E covers the trace of every path in K,,, in particular 
that of the path p of Lemma 6.1. Hence, S(E) 2 2”+ ‘, which is the desired result. 
We can assume that E is reduced, so the forward and backward determinism of K, 
ensures that the normality condition is met. 
We use a lemma similar to Lemma 6.1 to prove lower bounds for C,,,,. The key 
is to alter K,,, obtaining a graph K,,, such that very short descriptions of 
Traces(K,,, U, u) are possible, using Boolean variables. At the same time, i?,, must 
satisfy an analog to Lemma 6.1. 
571/34/l-10 
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FIG. 3. A primary node of k, 
Graph k,, is constructed as follows for n > 1. Nodes are of two types, primary and 
uuxiliary. There are n primary nodes, numbered 0 to n - 1, which correspond to the 
n nodes of K,,. No two primary nodes are adjacent, but there is a path from every 
primary node to every other, which passes through auxiliary nodes. Let i be the 
[log nl-bit binary representation of number ie {O,..., n - 1). & is defined in such a 
way that, for any two primary nodes i and j, there is a path from i to j with trace 
i#i. A single primary node of k,, with its associated auxiliary nodes, is drawn in 
Fig. 3. Generalization to k,,, should be obvious. 
I?,, is clearly forward and backward deterministic. It is also globally deterministic, 
because every circuit traverses a #-arc, and primary nodes on the circuit are 
named, in binary, on either side of #. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let L’ he a primary node sf k,,. If E is an ordinary expression with 
L(E) = Traces(I?,,,, U, v), then S(E) 3 2” ‘. 
Proqf: The proof is based on Lemma 6.3 below, which is analogous to 
Lemma 6.1. Its proof is moderately long, and is given in Appendix B. Say that a 
subgraph of k,, is admissible if it is induced by a subset of the primary nodes of l?,,, 
together with their associated auxiliary nodes. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let G he an admissible subgraph of k, with m primary nodes, 
1 6 m ,< n, and let w be a primary node of G. Let E be an ordinary expression which is 
normal w.r.t. $,. There is a circuit p in G from w to w with trace t such that, if E 
covers t, then S(E) 3 2”- ‘. 
Lemma 6.2 now follows easily. If L(E) = Traces(I?,, v, v), then E covers every 
trace in I?,,. In particular, E covers the trace t of Lemma 6.3. We can presume that 
E is reduced, so E is normal w.r.t. I?,,. Let G = g” in Lemma 6.3. Then m = n, and 
S(E)32” ‘. [ 
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6.2. Lower Bounds 
By Lemma 6.2, we know that any ordinary expression E with L(E) = 
Traces(kr;, 0,O) must have size at least 2’-‘. If we can find an expression E’ with 
variables for the same language, with S(E) = O(log r), we will have a double 
exponential lower bound on the cost of eliminating all of the variables from an 
expression. 
We now present such an E’. A few abbreviations will make concise exhibition of 
E’ possible. Let r = 2k, and let x, ,..., xk, y, ,..., y, be Boolean variables. The vectors 
.K = (s, ,..., _Kk) and y = (y, ,..., yk) represent primary node numbers in I?‘,. Define 
1. ne,=e,.e,...e,; 
2. (X + 0) = rI(x;J); 
3. (X = O?) = n(.Yi?); 
4. (.K+-y)=n(_ij,?.X,_luy,?.X,f); 
5. (y+random)=n(y,Juy,t); 
6. (gen x) = n(.?,?.Ou,K,?. I). 
Then let 
E’=(.K+-O).((y+random).(gen y). # ~(gen.K)~(.K+y))*~(.K=O?). 
Note that vector .K contains the number of the current primary node, and y is set to 
the number of the next primary node on a chosen path. The portion 
(gen _r). # . (gen .K) of E’ produces the trace of the shortest path from node .K to 
node _r’. The reader can easily check that L(F) = Traces(&, 0, 0), and 
S(E)= 16k+ 1. 
THEOREM 6.4. C,,,,(n, n) 3 2”‘” ’ ’ ,fbr c= &,. 
Proc?JI Consider the expression E’ just constructed. Choose k such that 
16k + 1 6 n < 16(k + 1) + 1, and pad E’ to size n. Then E’ is a size n expression with 
variables which, by Lemma 6.2, is equivalent to no ordinary expression of size less 
than 2’ ‘. Since r=2’ and n6 16(k+ 1), 
Now consider the problem of eliminating a single variable. 
THEOREM 6.5. For every E > 0, ,fbr hfinitely many n, C&n, 1) > n2 -I’. 
Proqfi Expression E’ above has 2k variables. The following expression, E”, is 
equivalent to E’, but has only k variables. 
I- I 
> 
* 
U ((geni).#.(genx).(.uti)) . (.K = O?), 
,=O 
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where notation has been extended in an obvious way. Vector J has been eliminated, 
at a substantial increase in size. The role played by (J’ t random) in E’ is played by 
the union over i in E”. E” has size 21i + 2/‘(6k + 1) < ck for some constant c and suf- 
ficiently large k. An expression containing several variables can be viewed as having 
only one variable, by treating operations on all but one of the variables as 
alphabetic symbols. So the k variables can be eliminated from E” one at a time. 
Suppose that an I: > 0 exists such that a single variable could be eliminated from a 
size n expression, for all sufficiently large n, yielding an expression of size at most 
112 I. Then all k variables could be eliminated from E”, yielding an expression 
of size at most c,“’ ‘)’ < 2” ‘. for sufficiently large k. But that violates 
Lemma 6.2. 1 
6.3. An Upper Bound 
THEOREM 6.6. C,,,,(n, m) 6 (3/8) 2’“+ ’ P” 
Proof: Consider a size n expression E containing m 2 1 distinct variables. 
Eliminate the variables as follows: 
1. Introduce a new symbol #, and let E’ = E. #. The purpose of this step is 
to guarantee that j. $ L(E’). E’ has size n + 1. 
2. Treating variable operations as alphabetic symbols, construct the 2(n + 1) 
node graph G, with L(E’) = Traces(G, U, v), whose existence is ensured by 
Lemma 4.2. 
3. Make 2”’ copies of G, and eliminate arcs whose labels are variable 
operations by replacing assignments by arcs between copies, and tests by either E, or 
0, as appropriate. Treat R and 0 as characters. Call the new graph G’. G’ has 
2(n + 1) 2”’ nodes. 
4. Find an ordinary expression E” equivalent to Traces(G’, u, u). According 
to Theorem 5.1, S( E”) < 6 42(“+ ’ j2”’ ’ f (3/8) 2’” + ’ )2”‘+2. Replace all occurrences of 
# in E” by E., resulting in an ordinary expression equivalent to E. [ 
COROLLARY 6.7. Cvars(nr )< (3/8) 2’“’ ‘Q”“’ 
Proof: To be of any use, each variable symbol must be set at least once and 
tested at least once. So m f n/2. 1 
For m close to n, the upper bound of Theorem 6.6 is reasonably close to the 
lower bound of Theorem 6.4. But for m = 1, our lower and upper bounds differ sub- 
stantially, the lower bound being approximately quadratic in n, the upper bound 
exponential. It is not known whether a single variable can be eliminated at 
polynomial cost. 
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I. Other Extensions 
Our final topic on Boolean variables is their relationship to other extensions. 
When gotos are permitted, variables can be eliminated at only single exponential 
cost. That the cost is still exponential appears to be a direct result of the ability to 
count economically. One might ask whether being able to write A’ (k-fold iteration 
of A), at cost S(A) + log k, helps further. The following argument shows that 
powers do not help significantly. 
Consider the introduction of parameterless, nonrecursive procedures to regular 
expressions. It is clear that powers can be eliminated, using procedures, at 
polynomial cost. Moreover, the exponential cost of converting a finite automaton 
to an equivalent ordinary expression, by algorithms of [2, 41, is the result of the 
necessity of making many copies of identical subexpressions. By using procedures, 
gotos can be eliminated from expressions, at polynomial cost. Furthermore, it can 
be shown that procedures can be eliminated at single exponential cost, by the 
obvious substitution method. From the double exponential bound of Theorem 6.4, 
it follows that Boolean variables cannot be eliminated at polynomial cost, even 
using gotos, powers, and procedures. 
Boolean variables are quite powerful. Gotos, procedures, powers, and nested 
stars can all be eliminated with a linear size increase, by using Boolean variables to 
encode a movable finger, assigning one variable to each location. Intersection and 
shuffle can be eliminated by the same technique, again at linear cost, by permitting 
several fingers to be active at once. Nondeterminism can also be eliminated, by 
basicly the same technique, again at linear cost. 
There are some extensions whose elimination Boolean variables do not appear to 
facilitate. The complementation operator cannot be efficiently eliminated using 
Boolean variables, due to results of [lo]. Brzozowski and Leiss [3] describe a 
generalization of nondeterministic finite automata which they call Boolean 
automata. Boolean automata are a form of parallel finite automata, closely related 
to those of Kozen [9]. Possession of a finite set of Boolean variables does not 
appear to be of significant help in simulating the process forking which goes on in 
such machines. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Regular expressions are surprisingly weak. We have seen that their structure 
makes it difficult to eliminate variables. Even in the case of only one Boolean 
variable, elimination can result in a substantial size increase. 
Even gotos are surprisingly difficult to do without. If we wish to eliminate just 
one goto, but will only tolerate a constant factor size increase, then we must add 
variables. 
The results in this paper lend weight to the conclusion that it is more economical 
to deal with extended expressions directly than it is to use the extensions, and then 
to eliminate them. 
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APPENDIX A: EXPRESSIONS AND GRAPHS 
LEMMA 3.3. Jf’F is reduced, then I(F) 6 5S(F). 
Proof: The lemma is trivial for I(F) = 0, so assume I(F) > 0. The proof contains 
three small sublemmas. Since F is reduced, F contains no $3 symbols. Let I-free(F) 
be the expression obtained by applying the transformations E u i, ,4 u E + E to F 
as often as possible, so as to delete all of the I* symbols from F. 
SUBLEMMA A.l. [f' F is reduced, then so is E,-free( F). 
Proof The only reduction which could conceivably be enabled by erasing a I 
symbol is E** -+ E*. But for that to happen, F must contain (E* u A)* or 
(i_ u E*)*, and F is not reduced. 
SUBLEMMA A.2. A iWTfree reduced expression F of size n > 0 contains at most 
2n - 1 star symbols. 
Proof An elementary induction on the structure of F. The cases are a, A u B, 
A B, a*, (A u B)*, and (A . B)*, where S(A), S(B) > 0, each of which is trivially 
checked. No other cases can occur in F. 
SUBLEMMA A.3. A reduced expression F of size n > 0 contains at most n 
i. symbols, lf I. E L(F), and n - 1 /? symbols if I. # L(F). 
Proof By induction on the structure of F. In F, I. can only occur in the context 
AuE.orE.uA,where1.4L(A).Thecasesarea,A.B,A*,AuB,Au~,and~uA, 
where S(A), S(B) > 0. Each is easily checked. 
Suppose F has size n. Then I-free(F) contains at most n alphabetic symbols, 
2n - 1 star symbols, and n - 1 union and concatenation symbols, since there must 
be an alphabetic character before, after, and between every pair of union and con- 
catenation operators. Each of the at most n I symbols in F has an associated union 
symbol, which is not in j.-free(F). (Note that L symbols themselves are not counted 
in the definition of l(F).) So l(F) <n + (2n - 1) + (n - 1) + n = 5n - 2 < 5n. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. For every size n > 0 expression E, possibly with gotos but without 
variables, there is a 2n node graph G with nodes u and v, such that L(E) - { 2. } = 
Traces(G, u, v). 
Proof The proof is a more efficient version of a standard technique (cf. [2]). 
Extend the notion of a labeled graph to permit arcs to be labeled A. The trace of a 
path in an extended graph is just the ordinary trace, but with 1 symbols erased. 
SUBLEMMA A.4. For every variable-free expression E of size n > 0, there is an 
extended graph G such that one of the following holds: 
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(a) G has at most 2n nodes, including a node u with in-degree zero and a node 
v # u with out-degree zero, and L(E) = Traces(G, u, u). 
(b) G has at most 2n - 1 nodes, including a node u, and L(E) = Traces(G, v, u). 
Proof: First consider the case where E contains no gotos. The proof is by induc- 
tion on the structure of E. We may assume that E is reduced, since reduction does 
not affect L(E) or S(E). Then @ does not occur in E, and 1 occurs only in the con- 
text A u i. or Au A. In what follows, cases which follow by symmetry are omitted. 
E = a. The obvious two node graph, with A(u, v) = a, satisfies case (a). 
E = A u B (A, B # 1). Suppose A and B each satisfy case (a). Suppose L(A) = 
Traces(G,<, uA, uA) and L(B)=Traces(G,, us, ug). Take the union of G, and G,. 
Identify nodes u,, and ug, identify nodes vA and us, and let G be the resulting 
graph. Then L(E) = Traces(G, uA, u,), and G has fewer than 2S(A) + 23 B) = 
2S(E) nodes. No spurious strings can be introduced by identifying nodes, since uA 
and ug each have in-degree zero, and v,,, and vg each have out-degree zero. 
Suppose instead that A satisfies case (a), and B satisfies case (b). Then L(A) = 
Traces( G,d, u A, uq) and L(B)=Traces(G,, vg, ug). Construct G by taking the union 
of G, and G,, adding i-arcs (u,, us) and (IJ,, ~1~). Clearly, L(E)= 
Traces(G, uA, v,), and G has fewer than 2S(E) nodes. 
Finally suppose that both A and B satisfy case (b), so L(A) = Traces(G,, vA, vA) 
and L(B) = Traces(G,, us, v,), where GA has at most 25?(A)- 1 nodes, and G, has 
at most 2S(B) - 1 nodes. Union G, with G,, create two new nodes u and v, and 
add i.-arcs (u, v,), (u, v,), (v,, v), (v,, v). Then L(E) = Traces(G, u, u), and G has at 
most 2S(,4)- 1 +2S(B)- 1 +2=2S(E) nodes. 
E = A CI i.. Since E is reduced, 1. I$ L(A), and A must satisfy case (a). Let L(A) = 
Traces(G,q, uA, uA). Just add a ),-arc from uA to v,~ to get the graph G. 
E=A.B. Let L(A)=Traces(G,,u,,v,)and L(B)=Traces(G,,u,,v,). Itmay 
be the case that uA = vA or us = vg. Let G be the union of G, and G,, with a A-arc 
from vA to us. If uA = vA, then create a new node u, and add a ).-arc from u to uA, 
otherwise let u = uA. Similarly, if us = us, then create a new node v, and add a A-arc 
from vg to u, otherwise let v = vs. Then L(E) = Traces(G, u, v), and in all cases G 
has at most 2S(A) + 2S( B) = 2S(E) nodes. Moreover, u has in-degree zero and v 
has out-degree zero, so case (a) is satisfied. 
E= A*. If A satisfies case (a), then L(A) = Traces(G,, uA, v,), and G, has at 
most 2S(.4) nodes. Identify nodes u,., and vA, obtaining graph G. Then G has at 
most 2S( A) - 1 = 2S( E) - 1 nodes, and L(E) = Traces( G, v, , vA ). Again, no 
spurious strings are introduced in identifying uA with vA, since in GA, uA has in- 
degree zero, and v, has out-degree zero. If A satisfies case (b), then there is nothing 
to do, since then A and A* are equivalent. 
So the case where E has no gotos is finished. Suppose now that E does contain 
gotos. Treat gotos and destinations as alphabetic symbols, and construct G as 
before. Then replace each arc labeled by a goto by a I-arc, redirecting it to the end 
node of the arc labeled by its corresponding destination. Notice that the construc- 
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tion does not duplicate arcs, so there is only one destination for each goto. Finally, 
replace all destinations by EL. 1 
That completes the proof of Sublemma A.4. To complete the proof of 
Lemma 4.2, simply construct the extended graph G of Sublemma A.4 for E. If G 
satisfies case (b), then let c’ be the distinguished node of G, and add a new node U, 
with a A-arc from u to II. Eliminate E.-arcs from G in the standard way, preserving 
Traces(G, U, 0). It will not in general be possible to eliminate a E,-arc from u to v. 
Simply erase that arc, giving a graph G’ with nodes u and v such that L(E) - {,?) = 
Traces(G’, U, v). U 
APPENDIX B: LEMMA 6.3 
LEMMA 6.3. Let G he an admissible s&graph of 8, with m primary nodes, where 
1 6 m < n, and let w be a primary node of G. Let E be an ordinary expression which is 
normal w.r.t. R,,. There is a circuit p in G from w to w with trace t such that, if E 
covers t, then S(E) > 2” _ ‘. 
Proof The proof is by induction on m, for m d n. The graph k,, serves only as a 
fixed reference for the normality of E, which does not change as the induction 
proceeds. For the remainder of this proof, by normal we mean normal w.r.t. I?“. 
The case m = 1 is trivial. Assume m > 1. Let v~,..., v,_ , be the primary nodes of 
G. Let @ and 0 denote addition and subtraction modulo m. Let Gj be the sub- 
graph of G induced by primary nodes vi, viol,..., viOmOZ, and their associated 
auxiliary nodes. Note that Gi does not contain v,,;, . By induction, Gi contains a cir- 
cuit p, with trace ti from vi to itself such that, if F is normal, and F covers ti, then 
S(F) 3 2” ~ *. For i, j = 0 ,..., m - 1, let d,,j be the shortest path from v, to v,, and 
define 
where k = 2”, and the superscript k denotes k-fold iteration of a circuit. Then p = q,, 
is the circuit whose existence is asserted in the lemma. We must show that if E 
covers the trace of q,V, then S(E) > 2”‘~ ‘. 
Case 1. Suppose E is tj-finite for somejE {O,..., m - 1 }. Let s = t,. The definition 
of q,V implies that Z,,(E) 2 2”. By Lemma 4.3, S(E) 3 2”- ‘. 
Case 2. Suppose E is ti-infinite for all je {O,..., m - 1 }. For each j, choose a 
minimal length ti-infinite subexpression F, of E. F, must be a star; say F, = A,*. 
From the set {F,,..., F,,_ , }, choose a minimal length member F,. F, inherits Es 
normality, so F, has a base point h, in I?,,. 
Claim B. 1. b, is a node in G,. 
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L(A,) 1~ L(F,) E Traces(kn, b,, b,). By the global determinism, A, describes only 
traces of circuits from 6, to itself, and F, describes only repetitions of such circuits. 
Suppose b, is not on path pr. Then if Fr covers tf for any k, A, must also cover r:. 
Since F, is t,-infinite, A,. must also be t,-infinite. But that violates the minimality of 
F,. Thus, b, is on path pr, which is a path in G,. 
Claim B.2. There is a primary node v, in G, such that, for every path q, if 
trace(q) E L(F,), then q passes through vR. 
Global determinism ensures that q begins and ends at b,. If b, is primary, let 
vR = b,. If b, is auxiliary, let vR be the primary node associated with b,. 
Claim B.3. S(E)32”~ ‘. 
Let vR be the node of Claim B.2. Expression E is r,,,-infinite, by supposition. 
But fR@l uniquely describes a circuit pROI in G,@ 1. Since G,@, does not contain 
vR or b,, neither does pRO , Suppose F, is replaced by j_ in E. Then only circuits 
from b, to itself have been lost. Either the modified E is still t,,,-infinite, or F, 
itself is t,@, -infinite. But the latter possibility violates the minimality of F, among 
{F,, ,..., F,,, , 1, because then AR is t,@ ,-infinite. 
Let B be obtained from E by replacing F, by I.. By the above discussion, B is 
t Rg ,-infinite; in particular, B covers t,@, B is still normal, since only loops have 
been eliminated. By induction, S(B) 3 2”’ ‘. Fr is also normal, and covers t,. By 
induction, S( F,-) 3 2”’ ‘. Hence S(E)=S(B)+S(F,)>2”’ ‘+2”’ ‘=2”‘- ‘. 1 
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